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T
he two-part article, “Dissipative Dynamical 
Systems,” by Jan C. Willems, was submitted in 
January 1972 to the Archive for Rational Mechan-
ics and Analysis and published in the same year 
(vol. 45, Part I, pp. 321–351, Part II: pp. 352–393). 

While Part I develops the theory of dissipative systems 
for general input–state–output systems, Part II confi nes 
itself to linear systems. Moreover, most of Part II is about 
dissipativity with respect to the supply rate ,y u<  that is, 
linear passive systems. The main questions addressed in 
Part II concern the analysis of the set of storage functions 
of linear passive systems (with the existence of a mini-
mal and maximal element already established in Part I) 
and the compatibility of storage functions with other ex-
ternal and internal symmetry properties of the  system, 
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such as reciprocity and reversibility. (See “The Articles of This 
Special Issue.”) This links the article closely to the realization 
theory of physical linear systems, in particular, the network 
synthesis of electrical circuits, the Onsager–Casimir relation of 
linear thermodynamics, and the input–output analysis of linear 
viscoelastic systems.

First, the article shows how the minimal and maximal storage 
functions Sa  (available storage) and Sr  (required supply) for linear 
dissipative systems are of the familiar quadratic type, motivating 
the restriction of the set of storage functions to quadratic storage 
functions. Second, it shows how the dissipation inequality from 
Part I in the case of quadratic storage functions /S x x Qx1 2 T= ^^ hh
specializes to the linear matrix inequality (LMI)
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 for the linear system ,x Ax Bu= +o .y Cx Du= +  Presumably, this is 
the first time that LMIs (called matrix inequalities in this article) 
are appearing so prominently in systems and control theory. Fur-
thermore, in the case where D D+ <  is invertible, the available stor-
age /S x Q x1 2a

T
a= ^ h  and required supply /S x Q x1 2 T

r r= ^ h  are 
given by the minimal and maximal solutions Qa  and Qr  of the Ric-
cati inequality

,A Q QA QB C D D B Q C 01 #+ + - + -< < << -^ ^ ^h h h

which they satisfy with equality. From a computational point of 
view, these insights cannot easily be overestimated; see the discus-
sion in Chapter 1 of [2]. These results form the basis of a generaliza-
tion of the famous Kalman–Yakubovich–Popov lemma, relating the 
LMI to the frequency-domain formulation of dissipativity (in par-
ticular, the positive realness of the transfer matrix). Furthermore, it 
leads to factorizations, in frequency-domain as well as state-space-
domain form.

Part II continues with linear systems endowed with addi-
tional external symmetry properties. A main result concerns 
reciprocal systems, that is, linear systems whose transfer matrix 
G(s) satisfies G s G se eR R= <^^ hh  for some diagonal matrix eR  with 

1+  or 1-  elements on the diagonal (called a signature matrix). 
Using the state-space isomorphism theorem, the existence is 
proven (following the state-space realization adage that external 
symmetries imply internal ones) of an internal signature matrix 

,iR  such that

, , .A A B C D Di i i e e eR R R R R R= = =<<

This is now combined with passivity in the following extremely 
neat way, constituting one of the main results of Part II. For a recip-
rocal system that is also passive, there always exist storage func-
tions / x Qx1 2 T^ h  satisfying the additional property .Q Qi i

1R R= -

This additional property is precisely needed for the existence of 

such as reciprocity and reversibility. (See “The Articles of This 
Special Issue.”) This links the article closely to the realization 
theory of physical linear systems, in particular, the network 
synthesis of electrical circuits, the Onsager–Casimir relation of 
linear thermodynamics, and the input–output analysis of linear 
viscoelastic systems.

First, the article shows how the minimal and maximal storage 
functions Sa  (available storage) and Sr  (required supply) for linear 
dissipative systems are of the familiar quadratic type, motivating 
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The articles of this Special issue

The article “Dissipative Dynamical Systems With Set-Valued 

Feedback Loops: Well-Posed Set-Valued Lur’e Dynamical 

Systems,” by Brogliato, surveys the analysis of the well-pos-

edness of set-valued dynamical systems that are the nega-

tive feedback interconnection of a linear passive system and 

a maximal monotone set-valued map, highlighting the role of 

passivity in this theory. In their article “Dissipativity, Reciproc-

ity, and Passive Network Synthesis: From Jan Willems’ Seminal 

Dissipative Dynamical Systems Articles to the Present Day,” 

Hughes and Branford detail recent developments in the treat-

ment of dissipativity and reciprocity for systems that are not nec-

essarily controllable and need not lend themselves naturally to 

an input–state–output perspective. The concepts are illustrated 

using simple electric circuit and mechanical network examples, 

drawing inspiration from Willems’ behavioral theory. In his ar-

ticle “The Analysis of Optimization Algorithms: A Dissipativity 

Approach,” Lessard starts from the observations that iterative 

optimization algorithms behave like discrete-time control sys-

tems and choosing an algorithm is akin to robust control design. 

The article formalizes this connection and shows how dissipa-

tivity theory can be used to analyze the performance of many 

classes of optimization algorithms and how (in this way) the se-

lection and tuning of optimization algorithms can be performed 

in an automated and systematic way. The article “Passive and 

Reciprocal Networks: From Simple Models to Simple Optimal 

Controllers,” by Pates, shows how the inherent structure of net-

works constructed out of resistors, inductors, capacitors, and 

transformers can be used to simplify, or even solve analytically, 

a range of simple optimal control problems. These results are 

illustrated in solving constrained least-squares problems, regu-

lating electrical power systems, the robustness of consensus 

algorithms, and heating networks. In the article “Dissipativity 

Theory in Game Theory: On the Role of Dissipativity and Pas-

sivity in Nash Equilibrium Seeking,” by Pavel, it is shown how 

the impact of dissipativity theory can be extended to learning 

in multiplayer games. Over the years, a plethora of algorithms 

has been proposed in the game-theoretic literature for learning 

(or seeking) a Nash equilibrium. The article discusses how the 

principle of balancing passivity can explain their operation, how 

this leads to simplified proofs of convergence, and how novel 

algorithms and game dynamics with better properties can be 

generated. The article “Dissipativity and Integral Quadratic Con-

straints: Tailored Computational Robustness Tests for Complex 

Interconnections,” by Scherer, surveys the key ideas of exploit-

ing dissipativity and integral quadratic constraints to systemati-

cally construct computational tests for the robust stability and 

performance of uncertain interconnections in terms of LMIs. 

The article revolves around the recent notion of finite-horizon 

integral quadratic constraints with a terminal cost, linking dis-

sipativity theory to absolute stability theory based on dynamic 

integral quadratic constraints. Finally, in their article “Data-Driv-

en Dissipativity Analysis: Application of the Matrix S-Lemma,” 

Van Waarde, Camlibel, Rapisarda, and Trentelman show that 

the dissipativity of an unknown linear system in the noiseless 

data case can be ascertained if and only if a data-based LMI is 

feasible. In the noisy data case, a new type of dualization lemma 

is established that, when combined with the matrix S-lemma, 

provides a data-driven test for dissipativity.

In fact, relaxation systems and their characterization by completely monotone 

impulse response functions are closely related to the concept of a nonlinear 

(maximally) monotone set-valued map, as developed in convex analysis.
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state-space realizations that combine passivity with inter-
nal reciprocity. Still, the set of storage functions satisfying 
this additional property is in general larger than a single-
ton. An interesting case occurs if the internal signature 
matrix iR  is the identity matrix (or minus the identity 
matrix), which yields a unique Q satisfying .Q Q 1= -

Reciprocal passive systems with a signature matrix 
equal to the identity matrix are called relaxation systems. 
They admit a very simple external characterization: the 
impulse response function is a completely monotonic matrix 
function. Interestingly, for general reciprocal passive sys-
tems, the available storage and required supply generally 
do not satisfy this additional property .Q Qi i

1R R= -  In fact, 
they do if and only if they are equal (in which case, the stor-
age function is again unique by the fact that the available 
storage is the minimal, and the required supply the maxi-
mal, storage function). Subsequently, the article employs 
these results to formulate the Onsager–Casimir reciprocal 
relations in irreversible thermodynamics and give a firm 
foundation to the classical (but multi-interpretable) notions 
of thermodynamic forces and fluxes. 

More interesting system classes, including reversible 
systems, and additional properties are discussed in the 
article. The two more extensively discussed applications 
of the developed theory concern electrical network syn-
thesis and linear viscoelasticity. In the first case, it is 
noted that reciprocal systems with storage satisfying 
Q Qi i

1R R= -  correspond to electrical networks without 
gyrators, while relaxation systems correspond to electrical 
networks without gyrators as well as inductors. This is closely 
related to the results on electrical network synthesis 
exposed in [1]. The discussion on linear viscoelasticity 
(although perhaps largely forgotten) is very interesting, 
with the main conclusion that the actual stored energy 
cannot be determined on the basis of the constitutive rela-
tions alone. In the words of the author himself: It is felt that 
one of the main contributions of this article consists in its unify-
ing effect in the sense that it points out that many of the results 
in network theory, in stability theory, in singular optimal con-
trol, in irreversible thermodynamics, and in linear viscoelastic-
ity are all derivable from the same principles and are part of the 
same scientific discipline.

Part II of the article, maybe even more so than Part I, 
provokes many questions, which did not always receive 
proper attention in later years. First, the natural proper-
ties of reciprocity and reversibility as well as the notion 

of a relaxation system deserve extension to the nonlinear 
case. In fact, relaxation systems and their characterization 
by completely monotone impulse response functions are 
closely related to the concept of a nonlinear (maximally) 
monotone set-valued map, as developed in convex analy-
sis. The articles by Brogliato and Pavel in this special 
issue can be naturally regarded from this point of view. 
Furthermore, the notion of internal reciprocity is very 
close to what, in the dynamical systems literature, is 
called a gradient system, and the classical Brayton–Moser 
equations of electrical LC circuits with nonlinear resis-
tors are an example of this. See [3] and the references 
quoted therein for an attempt to formulate nonlinear 
reciprocal passive systems as port-Hamiltonian systems 
with additional structure. 

Second, as explicitly stipulated by Willems himself, 
many of the results in Part II of the article rely on the 
assumption of minimality of the state-space system, and 
how to extend them to the nonminimal case may not be so 
obvious. In fact, the article by Hughes and Branford in this 
special issue discusses reciprocal passive systems that may 
not be controllable. In the current era of high-dimensional 
neural networks, where some of their favorable properties 
seem to be due exactly to their nonminimality, this moti-
vates a critical look at the minimality paradigm of mathe-
matical systems theory.  An interesting special case where 
the issue of minimality does not play a role is the class of 
relaxation systems, as mentioned before.
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An interesting case occurs if the internal signature matrix Ri is the identity 

matrix (or minus the identity matrix), which yields a unique Q satisfying Q = Q −1.


